In this paper, we propose a fast encoding method to facilitate an affine motion estimation (AME) process in versatile video coding (VVC) encoders. The recently-launched VVC project for next-generation video coding standardization far outperforms the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard in terms of coding efficiency. The first version of the VVC test model (VTM) displays superior coding efficiency yet requires higher encoding complexity due to advanced inter-prediction techniques of the multi-type tree (MTT) structure. In particular, an AME technique in VVC is designed to reduce temporal redundancies (other than translational motion) in dynamic motions, thus achieving more accurate motion prediction. The VTM encoder, however, requires considerable computational complexity because of the AME process in the recursive MTT partitioning. In this paper, we introduce useful features that reflect the statistical characteristics of MTT and AME and propose a method that employs these features to skip redundant AME processes. Experimental results show that-when compared to VTM 3.0-the proposed method reduces the AME time of VTM to 63% on average, while the coding loss is within 0.1% in the random-access configuration.
I. INTRODUCTION
The amount of video data has increased rapidly, especially with the growing use of Internet-based streaming services and devices that receive video broadcasts. The bandwidth and storage capacity of video applications is limited, requiring efficient video compression techniques. This need for video compression will further increase due to the higher resolutions of volumetric content such as 360-degree and high dynamic range (HDR) videos. Considering this diverse and growing demand for more powerful compression, a new video coding standardization project called versatile video coding (VVC) was launched recently by the Joint Video Exploration Team (JVET) of two expert groups: ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) and ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG). The JVET published the initial draft of VVC in 2018 [1] and released the VVC test model (VTM). VTM has a similar structure to the High Efficiency The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Donatella Darsena .
Video Coding (HEVC) test model (HM), but it uses advanced tools that provide better compression performance.
A key concept among these tools is the multiple-type tree (MTT) segmentation structure [2] . While the HEVC standard can only support a quad-tree (QT) structure to split a block into multiple coding units (CUs), the MTT structure in VVC can have a binary tree (BT) or ternary tree (TT) as an additional sub-tree structure in a QT. Thus, MTT can support more diverse CU block shapes than QT, contributing to more effective coding performance.
The flexibility of MTT, however, leads to high computational complexity in encoding. In the JVET meeting, it is reported that equipping the QT plus BT (QTBT) structure increases by 1.8 times (for the random-access case) the encoding complexity of the joint exploration test model (JEM) that preceded VTM [3] . Several researchers targeted the QTBT structure to reduce the encoding complexity of JEM [4] , [5] . It is no surprise that MTT comprising QT, BT, and TT further increases the complexity of video encoders. For example, the software implementation of VTM (version 1.0), which used the MTT structure, was approximately half the speed of the software implementation of HM (version 16.18), even though the VTM implementation turned on SIMD instructions [6] . This high encoding complexity with MTT must be overcome to improve real-time applications and multimedia services, particularly for high battery-drain devices.
Among the tools in each block of MTT, motion estimation (ME) shows the highest encoding complexity in VVC. The computational complexity of ME increases even more than in HEVC due to more advanced inter-prediction schemes, recursively conducted in fine partitioning blocks of MTT. Affine motion estimation (AME) [7] , [8] , which characterizes non-translational motions such as rotating and zooming, turns out to be efficient in rate-distortion (RD) performance at the expense of high encoding complexity. Reducing the complexity of the VTM encoders thus requires speeding up the AME process and the associated affine motion compensation (AMC).
The AME has a significant portion of computational complexity of the overall ME processing time, and therefore it is important to reduce the complexity. In Fig. 1 , we show the computational complexity of unidirectional prediction, bi-prediction, and affine prediction of the ME process when encoding several video sequences with VTM 3.0. Each percentage shows the ratio of the total ME time. We observe that the AME has the significant computational complexity around 54.75% on average. Therefore, we focus on developing the fast AME technique rather than the conventional unidirectional prediction and bi-prediction techniques. In fact, many researchers have attempted to alleviate the complexity of the conventional unidirectional prediction and bi-prediction in previous video coding standards [9] - [13] , [24] , [25] based on QT-based partitioning structures. However, there are only few works to alleviate the complexity of AME in VVC. For VTM, there is much room to further reduce the ME complexity, particularly in AME, in an MTT structure.
In this paper, we propose a fast encoding method to efficiently reduce the encoding complexity of AME in VTM when MTT is used. The proposed method consists of two procedures. The first procedure eliminates redundant AME and AMC processes, using an early termination scheme by exploiting parent CUs. Specifically, motion information from the parent CU that has been previously encoded in MTT is exploited. The second procedure reduces the number of reference frames used for AME. To the best of our knowledge, these approaches are the first attempts to reduce the AME complexity in the VVC literature. To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method, the associated ME time in VTM is measured under a random-access (RA) configuration. Experimental results show that the AME time of the VTM 3.0 is reduced to 64% on average with negligible coding loss.
This paper is organized into five sections. Section II reviews fast ME methods and provides an overview of AME in VTM (from now on, we regard VTM as the VTM 3.0). Section III analyzes the characteristics of the MTT and the affine model and presents the proposed fast encoding method. Section IV reports the experimental results in comparison with VTM. Finally, Section V presents the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK A. OVERVIEW OF MOTION ESTIMATION IN VVC
Conventional ME (CME) uses a block-matching algorithm with a rectangular block shape to compute a translation motion vector (MV). The HEVC standard adopts a QT structure so that a CU size for ME can vary within a size of 64 x 64 pixels. The CU can be further split with up to eight partitions in the scope of a prediction unit (PU) in a CU [14] . To achieve even greater compression efficiency, the recently-introduced MTT structure [2] enables more flexible partitioning structures for prediction. MTT is a tree structure in which a block can be split into a QT, BT, or TT from the root: a coding tree unit (CTU). A CTU can be first split into three tree types, but only the BT and TT types have an interchangeable structure: this implies that the BT can have a sub-BT or sub-TT, as can TT. On the contrary, the QT structure can only be a starting point for a CTU. Accordingly, from the leaf node of a QT, BTs and TTs may be tested. One example of the MTT in a CTU is shown in Fig. 2 . A CTU is first split into a QT with four sub-CUs, and subsequently, the third sub-CU is split by either a BT or TT at a horizontal/vertical direction. Furthermore, each BT-partitioned or TT-partitioned sub-CU can be split until the pre-defined maximum depth of each tree structure is reached. These variations could produce the best motion shape to be encoded for improving the compression performance of the VTM.
Compared to block shape flexibility, CME for the prediction of translational motion has not been extensively studied in the JVET community. Rather, AME has been attractive to video coding experts because it enlarges the variety of motions that can be estimated. For CME, the existing video coding standards such as AVC/H.264 and HEVC use a MV that covers translational motion. However, AME enables the prediction of not only translational motion but also linearly transformed motion such as scaling and rotation. If a camera zooms or rotates to capture a video, AME can predict the motion more accurately than translation-based CME. Li et al. [7] reported that the coding gain from AME is approximately 10% under the RA case on top of HM for affine test sequences. In the recent JEM implementation, AME provides a meaningful coding gain as well. [8] .
To generate the MV for AME, VTM can choose one of two affine models depending on the control point parameters. One is the four-parameter affine model, and the other is the sixparameter model [2] . As shown in Fig. 3 , two or three vectors can generate an affine-transformed block. We can denote an affine MV to be predicted as mv in the two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. Thus, mv can be represented as (mv h , mv v ) at a sample location (x, y) in a block to be predicted, where mv h represents a point on the x-axis, and mv v represents a point on the y-axis. If we have two vectors (a h , a v ) at the top-left corner of a block and (b h , b v ) at the topright corner of a block, the mv for point (x, y) can be solved by (1):
where w represents the width of a block. With an additional vector (c h , c v ) at the bottom-left corner as shown in Fig. 3 (b) , the mv for point (x, y) can be solved by (2):
where h represents the height of a block. In VTM, a block for affine motion can also be predicted in two ways for CME: unidirectional prediction and bi-prediction. Both four-parameter and six-parameter affine models can employ the two predictions as shown in Fig. 4 . Either unidirectional prediction or bi-prediction for an AME process requires the associated reference frames, thereby increasing the encoding complexity of VTM. When only counting the number of required reference frames per the ME process, the AME process requires twice that of the CME process. Since AME has high complexity, it is better to use a threshold in deciding whether AME should be conducted or not; thus, the VTM uses a threshold-based decision scheme for fast AME encoding. Let us denote J CME and J aff −4 as the best RD cost of the conventional ME and the best RD cost of four-parameter ME, respectively. The costs, J CME and J aff −4 , are compared with a threshold to decide whether sixparameter AME can be skipped or not. Although VTM uses this threshold-based skipping method, AME still has a high complexity, as shown in Fig. 1 .
To obtain the best MV for each CU, the VTM conducts the ME process for the integer-pixel first, and subsequently, the sub-pixel ME from the best integer-pixel MV, which is in the same order as HM. However, because VTM has no PU partitions, VTM cannot use the best result of a square-shaped PU for other partitions. Thus, the ME process in the VTM differs slightly from the HM [15] . It is noteworthy that the detailed process can be configured differently depending on the parameters set for ME.
In the RA configuration, an encoder searches multiple available reference frames to obtain the best MV and the best reference frame to minimize the RD cost of a block. As shown in (3), the method of Lagrange multipliers is used to compute the RD cost J and compare the costs of the prediction results.
where D represents the block's distortion (image quality) cost, λ represents the Lagrange multiplier, and R represents the block bits (or estimated bits). Because two reference frame lists denoted by L 0 and L 1 are used for motion prediction, the ME process for unidirectional prediction should be tested with both lists, thereby generating all available frames in both lists. Let the set of reference frames be , and let (ϕ) be the set of all available frames in the reference list ϕ. Accordingly, obtaining the minimum RD cost for a block in a reference frame i can be formalized in (4) for unidirectional prediction and (5) for bi-prediction.
and
where is a set of all reference frame lists. The overall process of ME in VTM is depicted in Fig. 4 . A CU in MTT node starts CME first, followed by AME. In both processes, the same reference frame sets (ϕ) are used in general within the number of (ϕ), denoting n( (ϕ)). When all ME processes are conducted and each RD cost J is obtained, the best mode m with the best MV a and the best reference frame index i given ϕ, can be chosen and stored as the best motion for the inter-prediction in the CU. As shown in Fig. 4 , affine prediction has two variations depending on the parameter number, p. When p = 4, the 4-parameter model is used; when p = 6, the 6-parameter model is used. Based on the encoding configuration, either CME or AME or both can be accelerated in VTM using search range reduction, early termination, or skipping a part of ME based on RD cost.
B. FAST AFFINE MOTION ESTIMATION
A primary complexity problem in CU encoding involves the ME and motion compensation (MC) processes. In particular, when the number of reference frames used for the ME increases, the associated complexity is also increased with a greater result accuracy, leading to more coding gains, and vice versa. Recognizing that videos in the real world have a variety of motions, this increased range could create computational and memory complexity. This should be overcome for fast encoders.
The VTM encoder adopts several strategies of HM in ME such as diamond search, raster search, and refinement processes [15] . Thus, the related work on HM could also be useful for determining whether the VTM can be easily accelerated. Research on fast ME can be classified under three strategies: simpler search pattern, adjusting search range, and early termination. The two former strategies have been studied for many years. Two diamond search patterns [16] were presented and are currently the core part of ME in both HM and VTM. Recently, to reduce the encoding complexity of HM, a directional search pattern method [13] , a rotating hexagonal pattern [12] with some skipping methods, and an adaptive search range [17] showed reasonable results in a much smaller search range (i.e., 64) than with VTM.
Another approach to reducing the complexity of ME is reducing the number of reference frames to be searched. Pan et al. [26] present a reference frame selection method to reduce the encoding complexity of ME in HM. The number of initial reference frames is studied for fast ME encoding, since in general adjacent reference frames with high similarity tend to be selected [27] . As discussed in [28] , [29] , coding efficiency and computational complexity substantially vary depending on which reference frames are employed. Thus, reference frames should be carefully chosen in the context of other prediction tools.
A simpler, effective method is an early termination strategy that terminates redundant ME processes (either for unidirectional prediction or bi-prediction) per block. Skipping such ME process can significantly reduce the associated encoding time, but may result in quality degradation, thereby requiring high accuracy on the decision process for the early termination strategy. Recently, it has been discovered that the recursive block partitioning process in HEVC encoding provides a strong correlation of motion information so that the ME process can be terminated with high accuracy. For example, previously encoded PU information in QT structure is exploited in [9] and extended with some modifications of motion search in [10] , showing almost no coding loss. Also, the bi-prediction ME process can be terminated early with given PU information in QT structure [18] , [19] . However, those early termination methods cannot be directly applied to the MTT structure as PU partitioning is no longer available in VTM. Thus, a new statistical analysis of the MTT is required for low-complexity VTM encoders. VTM 3.0 used in our experiments includes the state-of-theart algorithm on lightweight affine motion estimation (AME) in VVC. Since the first VVC test model (VTM 1.0) was released in 2018, there have been several works [30] , [31] applied to the test model for the VVC standardization. Those efforts were made to search a better trade-off between coding efficiency and computational complexity. To be specific, in [30] , Zhou proposed to reuse affine motion parameters of neighboring blocks instead of deriving the parameters again. In [31] , Zhang et al. proposed to avoid the parameter derivation process of a small chroma block. The two methods are to reduce the total memory bandwidth and the encoding complexity of VTM 2.0, and they were integrated to VTM 3.0. However, there is much room to further reduce the AME complexity of VTM by using the MTT structure as discovered in the next section.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we propose a fast AME algorithm to tackle the computational complexity of ME in VTM. For this, we develop two features reflecting motion characteristics of the current CU from previously coded information and use them in a two-step fast AME algorithm. In the first stage, we conduct the early termination of the AME process at the level of a parent CU in MTT. The best prediction mode of a parent CU is examined, and then it is determined whether or not to skip the entire AME process based on the prediction mode. In the second stage, the prediction direction of the best reference frame in CME is examined to reduce the number of reference frames in the current CU.
In the following subsections, two proposed features-(a) the best inter-prediction mode of the parent CU and (b) the prediction direction in the CME of the current CU-are analyzed statistically to determine if they can be effectively used for the decision. Then, the two-step fast coding schemes using these features are presented in detail.
A. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FEATURE SELECTION p(A) computes a prior belief that the affine prediction mode is the best case among the inter-prediction coding tools. The event A represents the case that the RD cost of the affine prediction, J aff , is smaller than the RD cost results of CME, J CME , obtained by solving (4) and (5) . According to Bayes' theorem, after observing evidence, the probability distribution will provide more decisive information. In other words, the posterior probability given the proposed features can help us efficiently develop a fast AME method.
Following the notion of Bayes' theorem, we compute the posterior probability when the features are observed. For the first feature, we define p(S par ) as the probability that the best prediction mode of the parent CU is Skip mode. The best prediction mode is revealed after comparing the RD costs of other available prediction modes. The available modes include prediction tools (inter-and intra-prediction), not sub-tree structures (i.e., QT, BT or TT). If the RD cost of the Skip mode, J skip , is smaller than the RD cost results of other prediction tools, then we regard the Skip mode as the best prediction mode of the CU. The Skip mode needs only merge index without residual coding, so a block can be inferred to have only slight motion. If a block prefers the Skip mode to the other inter-prediction modes, then the block could be regarded as a static area, which might not require motion-intensive tools such as affine prediction. For the second feature, we define p(U CME ) as the probability that the best prediction mode in CME is unidirectional prediction. The term ''best prediction'' is when the minimum RD cost of unidirectional prediction acquired by solving (4) is smaller than the minimum RD cost of bi-prediction acquired by solving (5) . Then, p(U CME ) can be counted during the CME process for each available block. Intuitively, unidirectional prediction is chosen to predict a translational motion or a long-distance motion between scenes, but it is weak in predicting a non-linear motion such as zoom-in, zoomout, or rotation. In this context, if a block is coded with unidirectional motion prediction, it can be inferred to have a simple motion, in which affine prediction is not likely chosen. By collecting the observation p(S par ) with the likelihood p(S par |A), we can compute the posterior probability p(A|S par ) as defined in (6):
where p(S par |A) is the probability of the case that the best prediction mode of the parent CU is Skip mode given that J aff < J CME for a CU, and p(A|S par ) is the probability of the case that J aff < J CME given that the best prediction mode of the parent CU is Skip mode. Similarly, the posterior probability p(A|U CME ) can be computed with observation p(U CME ) and likelihood p(U CME |A) as defined in (7):
where p(S par |A) is the probability of the case that the best prediction mode in CME is unidirectional prediction given that J aff < J CME for a CU, and p(A|U CME ) is the probability of the case that J aff < J CME for a CU given that the best prediction mode in CME is unidirectional prediction. We used sequences and QP values for this statistic different from those in Section IV to separate the training data from the test data. By distinguishing the material, we believe that the statistic presented in this section would not be biased against the test data presented in Section V.
In Table 1 , p(A) varies with each sequence since the accuracy of the affine prediction is easily affected by the motion characteristics of a video sequence. However, as compared to prior p(A), p(A| S par ) becomes quite small and steady. The result implies that a VTM encoder can skip much of the redundant AME process before coding the current CU when the parent CU is the Skip mode. For instance, in the Bosphorus and Jockey sequences, even though prior p(A) is as high as around 29%, the posterior probability becomes dramatically smaller than the prior. Due to the various characteristics of video, motion-intensive sequences such as YachtRide are likely not to prefer the Skip mode, with observation p(S par ) below 40%. In such cases, the second observation p(U CME ) can be used instead. p(U CME ) remains high, at 64% in the YachtRide sequence and 84% in the Jockey sequence in QP 35. The posterior probability p(A|U CME ) becomes smaller than p(A). When considering two given conditions-the prediction mode of the parent CU and the prediction direction of CME-the redundancy of AME can be determined more accurately. The probability p(A|S par ) of four sequences is only 9% on average, and p(A|U CME ) is below 20% on average.
B. FAST AFFINE MOTION ESTIMATION METHOD
The proposed method consists of two parts: one is to extract features within an MTT structure and the other is to apply the algorithm of fast AME encoding. We describe the former one as shown in Fig. 5 with partitioning examples in an MTT structure. Fig. 5(a) shows the proposed encoding framework equipped with an MTT structure to filter out redundant AME processing. In VVC, there are more CU shapes, so a parent node can have a large number of sub-CUs. Therefore, the proposed method is designed to allow for sub-CUs in recursive block-partitioning to use the previously-encoded information when building QT (P QT ), BT horizontal (P BT _H ), BT vertical (P BT _V ), TT horizontal (P TT _H ), and TT vertical (P TT _V ) structures in the child nodes. In Fig. 5(a) , the prediction information of CU cur is delivered along a dashed line. In this framework, the first key feature-the best prediction mode of a parent CU-is used to determine whether to conduct the AME in the sub-CUs. For instance, as shown in Fig. 5(b) , a CU partitioned in BT can further split into at most four cases (P BT _H ,P BT _V ,P TT _H , and P TT _V ). In this case, ten sub-CUs use the information of CU cur to decide whether AME in each sub-CU is redundant or not. This example shows the efficiency of the proposed framework, applied to the variety of partitioning in an MTT structure. Recall that the second feature can be used for further complexity reduction if the first feature does not meet the condition to skip the AME process. Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of the proposed method for how the conventional ME in the original VTM software is changed. The steps in the VTM software algorithm are highlighted. As shown, the best prediction mode of a parent CU, CU par , is checked in the first stage. If the best mode of CU par is Skip mode, then the entire AME process is skipped at the current CU. Thus, in the case that the best mode of CU par is Skip mode, the best mode m of the ME process for this CU is one of unidirectional prediction or bi-prediction of CME. The best MV a of the ME process for this CU is likely to have translational motion. Here the ME process refers to the entire ME process including CME and AME, excluding other processes such as the regular skip/merge prediction and the affine skip/merge prediction. In the second stage, the best mode of CU par is not Skip mode; instead, the best prediction direction mode m of CME is checked by comparing the RD cost J of each prediction. If m is 0 (unidirectional prediction and thereby the best ϕ is L 0 ), then the reference frame set for AME, (ϕ = L 0 ), is reduced in size. In this case, the maximum reference frame index for (ϕ = L 0 ) is decreased to the best reference frame index of L 0 for CME, i uni_0 , if i uni_0 is smaller than the maximum reference frame index. The other reference list, L 1 , is not changed for the proposed method, as the minimization of L 1 could lose coding performance noticeably.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The compression performance was measured by the Bjøntegaard-Delta bitrate (BDBR) measurement method [20] , using bitstream results encoded by four QP values: 22, 27, 32, and 37. The test materials were chosen from the common test condition (CTC) for standard dynamic range (SDR) video [21] . Tested sequences herein are categorized in five classes as in [21] . Class B, C, and D represent 1920 × 1080, 832 × 480, and 416 × 240 video resolutions, respectively. Class A1 and Class A2 with 3840 × 2160 video resolutions are also tested, and due to the limited resources, Class A2 sequences are encoded with 100 frames only. We compared the proposed method with the VTM 3.0 implementation that contains the state-of-the-art of AME. Conforming to CTC [21] , test videos were encoded by the VTM 3.0 as an anchor in the experiments under the RA configuration. The proposed method is also implemented using the same reference software.
The time complexity of AME was measured by the running time. The AME time ratio, ATR, is reported in comparison with the anchor, by measuring the entire time of AME and the associated AMC functions. Since AME time (AT) may vary with QP values, ATR per each sequence is calculated by the geometric mean of four AT results as shown in (8):
where QP i is the QP value of the i th bitstream, AT o is the AME time of the anchor, and AT ψ is the AME time of the method ψ to be compared. In addition, the total encoding time ratio, ETR, is reported in comparison with the anchor. Similar to calculating ATR, the geometric mean is employed for the average of four encoding time results corresponding to QP values. The experiments are conducted in computing platforms of 64-bit Windows OS, 32 GB RAM, and Intel i7-8700 series for a CPU. Table 2 shows the performance comparisons of the proposed method and the anchor in terms of both coding efficiency and encoding complexity. The proposed method reduces the AME time of the VTM to 63%, while the coding loss is 0.1%, on average, in comparison with the anchor. At the maximum performance, the ATR of the BQSquare sequence reaches 39%, with a 0.47% loss. At the minimum performance, the ATR of the RitualDance sequence reaches 79%, which is still a noticeable improvement. As shown in Table 2 , the difference in coding performance for all tested sequences between the anchor and the proposed method is minimal. The BQSquare sequence is the worst case in terms of BDBR of the Y (luma) component, yet the loss is still within 0.5%. Moreover, when considering other chrominance components (i.e., U and V), the average BDBR loss of Y, U, and V is less than the loss of BDBR Y only. In particular, in several sequences, BDBR-U and BDBR-V performed better than the anchor. For example, the BQMall sequence showed a 0.20% decrease in both BDBR-U and BDBR-V, and the BasketballPass sequence showed a coding gain in both U and V components. It is noteworthy that, in general, the proposed method sustained coding efficiency robustly, especially in higher resolutions (i.e., Class A1, A2 and B). It is observed that the ETR is around 95% with the slight coding loss. The best ETR is observed in the BQSquare as in the ATR. It is noted that the AME is implemented with Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) as an optimized parallel processing technique. This aspects imply that the complexity of AME could increase furthermore if an encoder does not support such the architecture-dependent optimization technique.
The actual running time of the AME process is measured per QP value as shown in Fig. 7 . In QP 22, the sum of running time for the AME process of all sequences is 36 hours in the anchor. However, the proposed method reduces the AME time by 8 hours, approximately. This trend can be similarly observed in other QP values. Moreover, Fig. 7 shows that the AME time is reduced to about 55% in QP 37. When considering the complexity reduction is more challenging in a higher QP value, this aspect can be efficiently used for an encoder of low-end devices. As the proposed method contain two stages to accelerate the AME process, an additional experiment was conducted to evaluate the implementation of each stage on top of the anchor. For simplicity, sequences were encoded with the smaller number of frame counts: 100 frames for Class A1 and A2 sequences, but 3 seconds for other sequences. As shown in Fig. 6 , Stage I is the early termination scheme that terminates the entire AME process, whereas Stage II is the range reduction scheme that reduces the number of reference frames for AME. Table 3 shows the result of the additional experiment in comparison with the same anchor. Stage I reduced the ATR to 69%, as this process could skip the entire AME process if applicable. The best performance of Stage I was achieved with the BQSquare sequence as in Table 2 (results of the full integration of the proposed method). Stage II saved 4% of ATR but sustained most of the original compression performance, showing only a 0.02% decrease of BDBR-Y. It is noteworthy that Stage II sometimes gained compression performance: 0.13%, 0.08%, and 0.06% gains for RaceHors-esC, BQSquare and RitualDance sequences. In conclusion, both stages in the proposed method contributed to reducing encoding complexity while sustaining coding efficiency.
V. CONCLUSION
VTM achieves far better compression performance than its predecessor, the HEVC standard, according to the literature. Among the newly adopted technologies for VTM, affine prediction contributes substantially to compression performance by capturing a greater variety of motions found in nature. However, the complexity of AME is a bottleneck for low-complexity encoder applications. In this paper, the encoding complexity of AME was investigated, and the associated key observation was discovered using statistics. A fast AME method was proposed for a VVC encoder. The proposed method showed that the AME time of VTM was reduced to 64% on average, with negligible coding loss. We believe that these contributions could help promote future research on the complexity of VVC encoders. In future work, we will develop a machine learning-based fast algorithm to automatically learn the features as practiced in [23] .
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